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In the chapter titled “Responsibility” of his bestselling book “The Road Less
Traveled,” author M. Scott Peck writes: “We cannot solve a problem by saying,
‘It’s not my problem.’ We cannot solve a problem by hoping that someone else
will solve it for us. I can solve a problem only when I say, ‘This is my problem,

and it’s up to me to solve it.’”

Well, Stark County, we have a problem.

Many — far too many — of our teens are in pain. They are crying out. Some for
help. Some for attention.

We don’t always hear them, so we must learn how to listen more closely.

To help us, several agencies have come together to form the Stark County
Schools Safety and Security Task Force. Members include Sheriff George Maier
and three others with law enforcement experience along with county schools
Superintendent Joe Chaddock and four superintendents of districts across Stark.
There’s also a “coordinating committee” composed of some of the same law
enforcement and educational representatives, along with health departments,
mental health providers, business leaders and national experts in adolescent
mental health. That group plans to invite local members of the clergy to further
expand its knowledge, reach and experience.

But there’s still one key component missing.

Us — as in everyone reading this, everyone in our community.
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We all have a role in easing our young kids’ pain, whether we have grown
children or no children at all. We can be a mentor to a child. We can help watch
for warning signs. We can talk to our children, our grandchildren, our
neighbors’ children.

We can say, “It is my problem.”

“Every teen needs an adult in their life,” said Eric Antens, a licensed clinician
from Chicago who spoke to hundreds of Stark County business professionals
Friday as county leaders continued to expand the network of adults working
together for our kids’ benefit.

“In adolescence, the primary purpose is to fit in. An emphasis is placed on
‘connection,’” Antens said.

Other mental health and adolescent health experts working in Stark County
reiterated that two main features exist in the lives of kids who feel protected:
adults who care and a sense of connection.

When kids lack a strong connection in their home or at school, that’s where
problems can grow. Often, the internet and social media fill the void —
sometimes with negative consequences. It’s not uncommon to phrase it as “that
child has fallen in with the wrong crowd.”

In the mind of a child, “even self-destructive behavior is a way to fit in,” Antens
said. How many of the kids scrawling threats on bathroom walls simply are
screaming out: “Look at me!”

Our kids will find a way to make a connection somewhere. Our responsibility is
to ensure it’s happening in healthy ways.

The number of vulnerable kids — those at risk of destructive behavior — is
higher than most of us would guess (or would want to believe). Studies put that
figure somewhere around 17 percent of all adolescents. In Stark County, that
means thousands of kids are “vulnerable.”

For Maureen Underwood, a licensed social worker from New Jersey who has
made multiple visits to Stark County to work with our local task force members,
a first step toward the solution of helping vulnerable kids can be summarized in
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three simple words: “Tell me more.”

Kids want to talk, she said, so keep them engaged. Don’t settle for one-word
answers. Press them to tell you more.

Create that connection. Become that adult in a child’s life.

Together, one by one, we can solve this problem.
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